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PLATE I. POTTERY FROM DOCKER. 	TO FACE P. 385. 
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ART. X X II.—Recent finds in Whittington Parish, Kirkby 
Lonsdale. By ANTHONY MOORHOUSE. 

Communicated at Carlisle, April 27th, 1911. 

DOCKER is a sparsely populated township in the 
parish of Whittington, near Kirkby Lonsdale. The 

place is surrounded by an old-world atmosphere, and 
most of the door lintels bear initials and dates, the latter 
ranging from the twenty-first year of the seventeenth 
century to its close. 

To-day the pursuits of the inhabitants are purely agri-
cultural, but there is evidence that some following at 
least was claimed by other industries in the past. 

In the course of a recent ramble through the township 
in company with Mr. Bibby of Arkholme, attention was 
drawn to a ploughed field near Docker Hall, and, on 
making enquiries, we were informed that broken pottery 
invariably accompanied the material turned up by the 
plough. Permission to investigate the matter was readily 
obtained, and a trench was dug through what seemed to 
be a promising part of the field. Our efforts were soon 
rewarded by the unearthing of a quantity of broken pot- 
tery which included pipkin handles of artistic design and 
superior finish ; many glazed fragments bearing more or 
less ornamentation, and one piece in the shape of a mole's 
foot. The glaze was similar in colour to that on the 
pottery found at Silverdale, and may be of fifteenth to 
seventeenth century workmanship.* 

* The fragments are of roughly made, wheel-turned ware, most of them 
irregularly coated with a transparent brownish-green glaze. Of those shown 
in the illustration, a is the lip of a vessel 6 to 7 inches wide at the mouth ; 
the brim is T7.6- in. and the body of the pot _r,  in. thick ; one splash of glaze on 
the rim. Part of a fluted and glazed handle, b, is 2 in. broad where it joins 
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At first we thought that we had alighted only on a 
depôt for broken crockery from Docker Hall, but this 
supposition was negatived by the subsequent discovery 
of fragments which were partially or wholly unbaked, and 
this suggested that we were on the site of a former pottery. 
The correctness of this view was soon established by the 
discovery of several small kilns, the flue of one of which 
was still intact and showed traces of soot and charcoal. 
Repeated ploughings are doubtless responsible for the re-
moval of a great part of the foundations, but sufficient 
remains to prove conclusively that a pottery of unknown 
dimensions has existed here. 

That iron-smelting—at least.  to a limited extent—was 
carried on in the township in former times, was suggested 
to us by the discovery of pieces of iron slag in the bed of 
a stream to the south west of Docker Hall. The slag 
appeared to have been tipped from the bank above, and 
on turning up the sod there we found more slag and also 
broken stones (blue silurian) . The field in which this 
slag occurs is known as Timberley ; it is about half a 
mile north-east of Cinder Hill and one mile north-east of 
Keerholme. This is remarkable, since no iron ore occurs 

the vessel which is hardly i - in. thick. Fragment c is apparently the base of 
a stout handle, unglazed. The handles d and e are strongly glazed and orna-
mented by pushing the wet clay from either side toward the medial line and 
so making a kind of double foliated edge. The pieces f and e  are unglazed 
handles of flat pans, and curled at the ends into volutes. The fragments 
h, i, and j are parts of the bodies of three vessels, wheel-turned and glazed, 
each about 	in. thick, h and j  having thick mouldings at the brim ; h shows 
the curve of a jug-spout, with a mouth about 4 in. diameter ; i was a bowl 
of 9 in. diameter, and j a vessel about 3 in. across the mouth and wider below. 
Another piece, not figured, is the base of a glazed dish or bowl to in. across 
the bottom. The above have been kindly presented by Mr. Moorhouse to 
the Ruskin Museum, Coniston, to add to the collection of old local pottery. 

In the possession of Captain North are other fragments from this site, one 
the lip of a vessel 9 in. diameter, unglazed ; another the neck of a great glazed 
jug, '/ in. to i in. thick ; a third is the base of a bowl with flat bottom 6 to 7 
inches in diameter, and thickly glazed. The most remarkable piece is the 
lip of a glazed vessel of 54- to 6 in. diameter with a brim I in. thick, beneath 
which projects horizontally in strong relief a paw-shaped or tassel-shaped form 
(like the flange-shaped ornaments in some Late-Celtic pottery) and at the neck 
of this projection small circles punched with a cylinder such as an elder-berry 
stick. All this pottery is of similar coarse clay, grey inside and burnt to red-
dish buff on the surface ; thin pieces which are burnt through are quite hard 
and sound.—ED. 
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PLATE II. WOOD-CARVING FOUND AT DOCKER 
HALL. 

TO FACE P. 387. 
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in the district, and it could not have been brought from 
any place less distant than Furness.* 

There is no record either documentary or traditional of 
the existence of these two industries ; and even the 
" oldest inhabitant " (often the possessor of an amazing 
imagination) failed to throw any light on the subject. He 
did, however, mention that a flax mill (the site of which 
we noticed) was formerly worked in the hamlet. 

Another find in Docker is worthy of mention. Mr. 
Sedgwick, of the Hall, when recently clearing a loft over 
a shippon, discovered a beautiful piece of oak carving 
which had lain unnoticed for years ; and it was not until 
the wood had been thoroughly washed and cleaned that 
the full beauty of the work became apparent. The work-
manship is evidently of foreign origin, and may date from 
the time of Henry VII., but how and when it reached its 
strange place of concealment must remain a matter of 
conjecture. The carving is six feet in length, and one 
edge still, bears the dowels (partly broken) which joined 
it on to another piece of the work. The wood is some-
what wormeaten, and the forms of the shields above the 
head of a lion are defaced, but in other respects it is in 
fair condition. No trace of paint can be seen on it, and 

* Since the reading of this paper Mr. J. Rawlinson Ford has kindly informed 
us that a forge existed at Keerholme in the early years of the eighteenth 
century. Lucas, in his MS. History of the Parish of Warton, vol. ii., p. 464 
(dated 1710-1744), says :—" Soon after the beginning of this [i.e., the-
eighteenth] century, the proprietors of the ironworks in Furness, having pur-
chased the fall of Leighton Park and several other considerable quantities in 
that demesne and places not far distant, erected a furnace here upon a goit. 
drawn out of Leighton Beck, for the smelting of iron : as a forge had been a 
few years before built at Keerholm very near the borders of this parish upon 
account of the fall of Dalton Park, &c." Fell, in his " Early Iron Industry 
of Furness," mentions this forge, and says it belonged to the Machells. Thomas. 
Preston of Holker and James Machell of Haverthwaite went into partnership 
in 1690, and about this time the latter was in possession of Keerholme Forge, 
afterwards sold in 1718 ; and nothing more seems to be known of it. It must. 
have been discontinued soon afterwards, as doubtless the supply of wood 
failed. 

This information shows that iron smelting was going on in the neighbour-. 
hood, though the Docker bloomery is apparently a distinct site from that at 
Keerholme. The samples of slag are of the type found at the small and early-
furnaces.—ED. 
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in places the wood is charred by fire. It may well be 
questioned whether any house in the hamlet was suffici-
ently pretentious to have claimed so fine a piece of carving 
for its adornment. 

The neighbouring hamlet of Newton has its Chapel 
Field and Chapel Well. Within the former are to be 
seen traces of foundations, said to be those of the chapel 
which stood there in pre-reformation days. As the 
parish church of Whittington is hardly a mile distant, 
the chapel may have been a private structure in connec-
tion with old Newton Hall. During recent excavations, a 
portion of the tracery of a window (Plate III.) was found, 
and close to the well a large dished stone with a channel, 
and another slab with grooves an inch deep were also 
brought to light (Plate IV.) . No doubt the grooved slab 
would be inserted into the side of the well with a flagstone 
placed across the grooves to prevent vermin from entering 
the well. Underneath this would be placed the dished 
stone with channel for public use. Although the well is 
in Chapel Field, there is no evidence of its having been 
dedicated to any particular saint. At Kirkby Lonsdale 
we find Our Lady's Well, and tradition places St. Colum's 
Well at Chapel House, Kirkby Lonsdale, although its 
exact site is not easily identified. 

The Old Font at Whittington.—On the last page of 
the oldest register is the following entry, copied by the 
rector's permission :— 

Mary daughter of John Johnson bapt. the second day of Feb-
ruary in the new funt the first child the said funt erected in the 
i4th yeare of Raigne of our Soverign Lord Charles the Second. 

This probably refers to the font which was in use to 
the time of the restoration of the church by Messrs. Paley 
and Austin in 1875. It was then replaced with a larger 
'one of more elaborate design, in polished limestone. 

The old font was then removed to an obscure corner in 
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PLATE III. WINDOW TRACERY FROM NEWTON CHAPEL. 

PLATE IV. STONES FROM NEWTON CHAPEL WELL. 

TO FACE P. 388. 
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the churchyard, from which it was rescued by the present 
rector and erected in the churchyard on the right of the 
main entrance to the church. I respectfully suggest to 
the powers that be, that the old font be given a place 
inside the church. Many generations of parishioners have 
been christened at this font. It is quite plain in design 
and is made of local freestone ; the base is io inches high, 
3 feet across ; the font, which is a circular basin on a stout 
stem, is 15 inches high by 18 inches across the top. 

One other item in connection with the district may be 
of interest. It is the following quotation from the regis-
ters of the Whittington Parish Church, by permission of 
the Rev. J. Hodgkin, rector :— 

From the xix daye of December 1616. into iiijth daye of Decem-
ber 1617. next ensuinge it pleased ' God to visit this Pish. of 
Whittington with a dangerous diseasse or contagious sicknesse 
within the which time and space afforsaid there was sicke in 
this Pish. about twoe hundred in which tyme there diseased as 
followeth viD[elicet]. 

Then follows the entry of twenty-nine burials, one of 
which quaintly reads :—" Relict ould Richard Johnson." 
After the last entry in the list is the note :—" The end of 
the sicknesse afforsaid." The sickness appears to have 
had a marked effect on the number of christenings and 
weddings during the period of its visit, for only three of 
the former and one of the latter are recorded. We can 
well picture the distress which prevailed in the parish 
when we learn that, out of a population of some 35o, the 
epidemic claimed no fewer than 200 victims. 
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